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OVERVIEW

• Intensive course in RP in the medical field
• In the framework of the SP
• It was organized in Bologna and Bertinoro
• The practical events where held in 3 hospitals
  ✓ Sant’Orsola (Bologna University hospital)
  ✓ Meldola (cancer research institute)
  ✓ Forlì (general hospital)
16 Students

• 4 from CVUT
• 3 from Hasselt
• 3 From NTUA
• 2 from Coimbra
• 1 each from FHJ, ISIB, UniBO, UPV
Professors

- Tereza Hanušová, CVUT
- Caroline Licour, ISIB
- Friedrich Hoyler, FHJ
- Isabel Lopes, Coimbra
- Brigitte Réniers, Hasselt
- Domiziano Mostacci and Mario Marengo, UniBO
- Several external speakers (see program)